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Your Mission is Your Talent and it is Known by
Your Soul
Have you said to yourself, “Who am I.” or “What is my talent?” or “What is my
mission in life? or “What is my purpose in life?”
If you have the question, the answer cannot be far behind.

So what stops us from expressing our talents, knowing our talents: completing
our missions?
The ego-personalities are a blockage to us all.
1. They are a blockage to discovering your life’s mission—your talents and
your purpose in life.
2. And then after discovering your life mission, the ego-personalities of other
people become the obstacle to completing your life mission.
We all must get rid of our own ego in order to express our talents, complete our
missions and fulfill our purposes in life.
And then we must separate ourselves from the egos of others and surround
ourselves with people who understand and support us. We must support each
other in being the soul—fulfilling our missions.
Your mission is known by your soul. It is what you have to give to others. It is
something you love to do and your life experiences have prepared you to do it.
So what is it that you have to give to others? It is your talent.
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Talents are that which you do with:
1. Your voice: singing or speaking, teaching
2. Your ears: evaluating and making corrections
3. Your hands and arms: building, creating, making, writing, painting,
drawing, helping others
4. Your feet and legs: entertainment, service to others
5. Your mind: coming up with a new creation, invention, inspiration
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Is it your singing voice that inspires love in the hearts of people?
Is it your speaking voice that inspires people to greatness; inspires
people to go on under duress; inspires people to heal from the past
that they may live in the present?
Is it your ability to write inspiring tales that people may learn from
them how to live and how not to live?
Is it your ability to design homes, interiors, cars, boats, buildings,
rooms, hotels, office buildings that make people happy to work on
their talents when they are in your creation?
Is it your ability to defend the innocent against tyranny in a court
room?
Is it your ability to design clothes, cut and style hair, give people
relax time while getting a massage, nails trimmed and polished, or
facials?
Is it your ability to be a mother or a father that helps children grow
up to complete their divine plans, express their talents grow and
develop as the soul?
Are you a teacher who inspires students to greater heights of
development and expression of their talents. Are you a teacher who
trains souls in how to do their talents thus helping them fulfill their
life work—their life mission?
Are you a cook that feeds people that they may have the energy to
go forth to accomplish their divine mission in life?
Are you a counselor who helps people get over their negative past
that each one may go forward in life to get back on the road to
accomplishing his or her mission in life?
Are you a builder who takes the talent of the designer and builds the
building, cuts and sews the garments, repairs the creation when it
needs it?
Are you a promoter, one who promotes other people’s talents and
helps them complete their missions?

You see we are all in this mission together. We help each other complete our
missions by supporting each other, helping each other, teaching each other. We
give to each other and we take from each other.
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If no one buys the shoemaker’s shoes, his or her mission is stopped.
If no one buys the dressmaker’s clothes, his or her mission is stopped.
If no one buys the authors books his or her mission is stopped.
If no one buys the homes that the architects, the contractors, the
carpenters, the plumbers, the electricians, the painters, the cabinet
makers, the lumber yard, the lumberjacks, the truckers, the nail
manufacturers, the paint manufacturers, mail delivery, the factories and all
of their employees, the assemblers of dry wall and all of the fittings,
brackets, braces, and everything that goes into building your house—if no
one buys it then all of these people’s purposes in life are stopped!

Now if your mission depends on having a suit to wear, special walking shoes, or
hats; a roof over your head, books to teach you and inspire you, all that you use
in your daily living from water, electricity, phones, toilets—and they are not
available to you—your mission is stopped.
We cannot complete our missions in life without the support of each other.
Giving and receiving are what we need in order to find and complete our
missions in life. The secret to giving and receiving is this.
1. The one who has something to give must find the one who will receive or
the giving stops for lack of receiving and giving. The mission is stopped.
2. The one who needs to receive must have something to give or the
receiving stops—the receiving comes from the giving.
3. In the giving is the receiving and in the receiving is the giving.
Both the giver and the receiver give and receive; and in that giving and receiving
the circle of life is fulfilled.
So what do you have to give?
1. A question is something given; an answer is something received. Pray for
inspiration to know what your purpose is: what your mission is.
2. A need when expressed allows a response: something given. To which
the needy one must give in return: a thank you or a small payment or
service to the giver—something exchanged.
If you do not allow the needy one to give back when you give, you have stopped
the giving and receiving which is the basis for expressing our talents and
completing our missions. Bartering is a good way to exchange talents when
money cannot be exchanged. We must all help each other in expressing our
talents.
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Give when you receive; and when you give—receive in return.

Does nature not fulfill its destiny? Does not the lake provide a home and food for
the fish and the plant life? Without the rain the lake would dry up and the fish
would die. Nature gives and receives. Does not the forest provide the food and
home for the animals? And without the plant life would not the animals die? Does
not the cow and the hen provide food for our table and in doing so do we not
have a job caring for the animals who feed us? Life gives onto life and life
receives in return.
What happens when you read this class and all of the 47 others? You are
receiving. I am giving.
If my mission is to help your souls gain freedom from the bondage of the egopersonalities then what is your mission? Part of your mission is to give to me.
We can keep this class going only if I am receiving too--receiving book sales,
donations and also receiving your help in increasing the number of readers. That
is why I made this class open to your giving. That is why we put up a donation
button at http://www.broqueville.com
Someone emailed me and asked me if this was my hobby. No it is not my hobby.
This is my life work. It is my divine plan and it is my purpose in life.
Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present, teaches your soul how to grow up
as the soul; this is the fastest way to get rid of your ego-personalities. This book
is not this class; this class has only been an explanation of the egopersonalities—a clarification—to clear up the misleading teachings that you may
have learned. This class has been the background behind Unraveling Your Past
to Get Into the Present.
Remember the only way to complete your divine plan—your purpose—your
mission in life is if you do something, use your talent—pray for inspiration from
God—and support others in completing their missions. If someone is down on his
or her luck—help him to get back on his feet—teach him a trade—for with a trade
he or she will be able to go forward to complete his or her mission too, just like
you.
To help you to further on the road to completing your mission in life please take
the new Soul and Ego Class: Accomplish Your Purpose in Life. There is a $5.00
yearly charge. You will receive the eBook of Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the
Present and Special Edition classes. Please read some of the Free Class
Sessions at: http://broqueville.com/soul_and_ego_class.htm
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I hope that you will take the “new” Soul and Ego Class.
This now closes the Eckhart Tolle Made Simple Class.

Reference #121 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: A New
Earth, p.301 Suddenly one day they know what their outer purpose is. They have
a great vision, a goal,
Reference #121 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get
Into the Present, chapter: The Soul/Sole Personality versus the EgoPersonalities p.34 …say I know…The answer comes to each one…as a thought
an idea, …in a dream or in a flash as if a picture appeared in your mind.
Reference #109 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: Your
Inner Purpose, p.262 …people who were looking for their true life purpose.
Something is true when it resonates with and expresses your innermost Being.
Reference #109 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get
Into the Present, chapter: What is My Talent? What Was I Born to do? p.135 You
were born to be a happy soul. Happiness is what your soul feels in your heart
when you do what your soul wants to do. p. 128 Your life work is your talent.
Reference #110 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: Your
Inner Purpose, p.267 Through the present moment, you have access to the
power of life itself, that which has traditionally been called “God.” p. 269 Your
primary purpose is now to enable consciousness to flow into what you do. The
secondary purpose is whatever you want to achieve through the doing.
Reference #110 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get
Into the Present, chapter: What is My Talent? What was I Born to do? p.133
What is it that you want to do this minute, this second? Keep asking yourself until
you know what you want to do. p. 141 Follow what your soul wants to do,…
p.143 be inspired… listen quietly for an answer…now let your mind receive the
answer by listening
Reference #102 in the comparison table: A New Earth, chapter: A New
Earth, p.291 The unmanifested flows into this dimension as
…Presence…Through the human form…becomes conscious thus fulfills its
destiny. The human form was created for this higher purpose…p.292…the
descent of the divine into matter.
Reference #102 in your comparison table: Unraveling Your Past to Get
Into the Present, chapter: The Education of Your Soul p.218 This precious soul—
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this one of a kind being that we each are, is born into a tiny body…p.240 The
reason babies are born is to demonstrate the soul’s existence. p. 219 Life is
meant to be interesting and to be an accomplishment; that one may inspire
others, and be inspired himself.
.
Note: Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present was copyrighted 1998
Stillness Speaks was copyrighted 2003,
A New Earth was copyrighted 2005,
The Power of Now was copyrighted in 1999 the year after Unraveling Your
Past to Get Into the Present ©1998, 2002
Thank you for taking my class sessions. Paulette Renee Broqueville
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On giving and receiving
Please donate something for having taken the Eckhart Tolle Made Simple
class: it was given freely by donation only
Please take the new Soul and Ego Class: There is a $5.00 yearly charge.
You will receive the eBook of Unraveling Your Past to Get Into the Present
and Special Edition classes. Please read some of the Free Class
Sessions. http://broqueville.com/soul_and_ego_class.htm
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